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Abstract: The growth of biomedical databases has seen a demand for data mining techniques to 
efficiently and effectively analyse the data contained within.  One important consideration is the need 
to include expert’s opinions within the knowledge discovery process. However, this can be difficult to 
accomplish when such heuristics are presented in loosely defined, fuzzy terms.  We present the use of 
an Adaptive Nero-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) as an approach to optimizing such fuzzy opinions 
with the long term aim of incorporating such optimized rules into goal and data driven data mining of 
proteomic’s data. 
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1.  Introduction 
In the last decade, proteomics has grown rapidly as an area of research, largely driven by technological 
improvements, and is often described as the next step to dramatically advance drug discovery  [1].  
Within proteomics, two-dimensional electrophoresis (2-DE) is unrivalled as a technique to analyse 
protein expression [2, 3] and is a key component of current proteomics research [4].  2-DE is capable 
of separating thousands of proteins according to their electrical charge and molecular weight.  Such 
experiments can create large amounts of high-dimensional, spatio-temporal experimental data.  Using 
staining techniques, these proteins appear as spots on these gels (as shown in Figure 1).  The gel 
images are digitised by image processing and analysis software, such as the popular “Progenesis” 
product which produced the images in Figure 1. 
 
Analysis of the data generated from such 2 -DE gel experiments has been identified as the most 
important task in proteomics [5].  However, discovering information from this data is a complex and 
difficult task because of the large number of spots, variations in shape location and size [6].  This 
problem is compounded when considering that experiments are often conducted over a series of gels, 
hence, the aim is detecting trends across a large number of images.  At present, the analysis of 2-DE 
gel data is normally conducted manually which is both time consuming and requires considerable 
expertise.  
  
Further development of database analysis algorithms would be of huge benefit to proteomics [7] since 
current methods are unable to handle and analyse such results meaningfully [8].  Since current analysis 
is conducted by experts using heuristic knowledge gathered over years of experience within the area, 
an important consideration would be the incorporation of such expert domain knowledge within any 
automated analysis method devised.  One issue relating to this expert knowledge is that expert’s 
opinions vary greatly from institution to institution.  Following knowledge acquisition conducted on 
20 experts, results presented varying opinions on metrics which are used to identify ‘interesting’ 
protein characteristics.  This presents problems when attempting to extract optimum values for such 
metrics for incorporation into goal driven data mining for trend analysis purposes. 
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  (a)  (b) 
Figure 1. (a)  2-DE Gel Image, protein spots appearing as black dots on the image (b) a section of 
the gel showing several protein spots, describing the 3 dimensional aspect of the gel 
 
 
We investigate the use of an adaptive fuzzy logic controller, specifically Adaptive Nero-Fuzzy 
Inference System (ANFIS) [9] to optimise the fuzzy if-then type rules obtained from human experts.  
The long term aim of such an investigation is to incorporate these optimised rules into goal driven data 
mining to identify interesting proteins from 2-DE gel data.  The remainder of the paper is structured as 
follows.  Section 2 describes the ANFIS model with a break down of each layer, section 3 describes 
the Proteomic’s data used and input parameters to the model and presents results of the training as 
well as an example of some of the optimised fuzzy rules extracted following this process.  Finally, 
conclusions are drawn in section 4. 
2.  An adaptive nero-fuzzy inference system 
ANFIS is a fuzzy inference system implemented  within the architecture and learning procedure of 
adaptive networks [9, 10, 11].  An adaptive network is a superset of all kinds of feed-forward neural 
networks with supervised learning capability. ANFIS can be used to optimise membership functions to 
generate stipulated input–output pairs and has the advantage of being able to subsequently construct 
fuzzy  “if–then” type rules representing these optimised membership functions.  There are various 
successful examples of ANFIS used in biomedical applications [12, 13, 14]. 
2.1 ANFIS Architecture 
The ANFIS structure used in this paper consisted of a 5 -layer Sugeno type architecture, a typical 
example of which is seen in Figure 2.  In this example, two inputs are used (x,y) and one output (f) 
(which is a limitation of Sugeno-type systems, i.e. that there is only a single output, obtained using 
weighted average defuzzification (linear or constant output membership functions)).   
 
Figure 2.  A 5-laye r ANFIS structure [9] 
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membership function (MF) represented by node; 
 
  O1i = mAi (x)  i = 1, 2  (1) 
 
  O1i = mBi-2 (y)  i = 3, 4  (2) 
 
where Oli is the output of the node i in a layer l.   
 
In the second layer the nodes are fixed (i.e. not adaptive).  Nodes in this layer are labelled  P and 
multiply the signal before outputting.  The outputs are given by; 
 
  O2i =  w i = mAi (x) mBi (y)  i = 1, 2  (3) 
 
Each node output in this layer represents the firing strength of the rule. 
 
In the third layer, every node is also fixed and are labelled with an N and perform a normalisation of 
the firing strength from the previous layer.  The output of each node is given by; 
 
  O3i =  w i = 
2 1 w w
wi
+
  i = 1, 2  (4) 
 
In the fourth layer, all nodes are adaptive.  The output of a node is the product of the normalised firing 
strength and a first order polynomial and is given by; 
 
  O4i =  w i f i  =  w i ( pix + qiy + ri)  i = 1, 2  (5) 
 
where {pix, qiy, ri} is the modifiable parameter set, referred to as consequent parameters since they 
deal with the then part of the fuzzy rule. 
 
Finally, layer 5 is a single node labelled with S which indicates that the function is that of computing 
the overall output as the summation of all incoming signals; 
 
  O5i = f = ￿
i








   i = 1, 2  (6) 
 
Further details of the ANFIS model can be obtained from Jang [9] and Jang and Gulley [10]. 
3.  Optimisation of Proteomics Heuristics 
Following twenty knowledge acquisition sessions with experts from within the field of proteomics, 
heuristic knowledge was gleaned and represented in the form  of fuzzy rules.  Such rules have the 
advantage of being able to represent intuitive terms a form close to natural language and  have no 
precise thresholds, reducing brittleness.  These rules are to be used to provide a goal driven element to 
the final data mining process by allowing the incorporation of expert’s opinions to identify what 
contributes ‘interestingness’ from within the proteomics data sets [15]. 
 
The structure used in this paper for experimentation consists of 6 inputs, described in Table 1.    These 
inputs form the basis of the experts opinions and are used in various rules to describe whether or not a 
particular protein spot is ‘interesting’ or not and hence worthy of further laboratory analysis. 
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Table 1.  Inputs used in ANFIS structure 
Input  Description  No. Membership 
Functions 
Absence/Presence  The absence and presence of protein spots from gel to gel  2 
X/Y Movement  Movement of a protein spot in x and y dimensions from gel to gel  2 
Volume Change  Increase or decrease in the volume of a protein spot from gel to gel  2 
Budding  The joining or separation of protein spots from gel to gel  2 
Shape Change  Morphological changes in shape, such as height from gel to gel  2 





The data set was split into two; the training data set which was used to train the ANFIS model whilst a 
testing data set was used to  verify accuracy of the trained ANFIS model.  The training data set 
consisted of 75% of the total data set with the test data set consisting of the remaining 25%.  Figure 3 
shows the training of the ANFIS model, with the final convergence value approaching 0.  The diagram 
shows that the error rate decreases rapidly over the first 25 epochs before quickly levelling out.  Table 
2 shows the classification accuracy  of the ANFIS, with the accuracy  for ‘interesting’ and  ‘non-
interesting’ proteins of 96% and 94% respectively. 
 
 




Table 2.  Test Results on ANFIS  
 
Class  Classification Accuracy  Total No. Optimised 
Fuzzy Rules 
Interesting Proteins  96%  14 
Non-interesting Proteins  94%  82 
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shown in Table 3.  The membership functions of each input are described in fuzzy terms, such as high 
and low for all but %_Change which also has a medium membership.   
 
Table 3.  Optimised fuzzy rules 
 
If (Absence/Presence is high) and (X/Y_Movement is low) and (Volume_Change is high) and (Budding is 
low) and (Shape_Change is high) and (%_Change is low) then (output is high) 
If (Absence/Presence is high) and (X/Y_Movement is high) and (Volume_Change is high) and (Budding 
is high) and (Shape_Change is low) and (%_Change is low) then (output is high) 
If (Absence/Presence is high) and (X/Y_Movement is high) and (Volume_Change is high) and (Budding 
is high) and (Shape_Change is high) and (%_Change is low) then (output is high) 
If (Absence/Presence is high) and (X/Y_Movement is high) and (Volume_Change is high) and (Budding 
is low) and (Shape_Change is low) and (%_Change is low) then (output is high) 
If (Absence/Presence is high) and (X/Y_Movement is low) and (Volume_Change is high) and (Budding is 
low) and (Shape_Change is low) and (%_Change is high) then (output is high) 
 
3.2 Knowledge Discovery from Fuzzy Rules 
 
This optimisation process revealed which attributes appear to have most influence according to 
expert’s opinions when classifying proteins as interesting or not.  An analysis of the rules reveals that 
the Absence/Presence input parameter features as ‘high’ in most of rules that result in output as high 
(i.e. high level of interestingness).  This was also true of the Volume_Change input which also 
featured as ‘high’ in most of the optimised fuzzy rules.  It can also be noted from Table 2 that there 
were almost six times as many rules produced for non interesting proteins as there were for interesting.  
This seems to confirm the belief that only particular combinations of the input parameters result in 
interesting proteins according to the expert’s beliefs.  Although many of the expert’s opinions in their 
initial form seemed to have varying biases towards particular attributes and at varying levels, the 
optimisation process has revealed that there is an underlying trend and hence agreement as to which 
attributes lead to interesting proteins.  This can be shown in the high classification accuracy of the 
ANFIS model using these optimised membership functions that were derived from the initial  fuzzy 
expert’s opinions. 
4.  Conclusions 
In this paper we have demonstrated the use of ANFIS to optimise expert’s opinions.  The ANFIS 
model offers the advantage of enabling use of initially approximate data in an effective manner whilst, 
following training, allowing  fuzzy rules to  be extracted  which represent the  optimised fuzzy 
membership  functions.  Such information is of particular use when considering goal -driven data 
mining techniques.  The inclusion of expert’s opinions into the data analysis process of proteomics 
data is seen as critical to extracting useful and interesting knowledge.  Optimising the membership 
functions enables the use of previously messy expert’s opinions to drive the data mining and hence 
improve the accuracy and value  of any extracted results.  Further work will concentrate on 
incorporating such optimised expert’s opinions with data driven techniques to automatically analyse 
post-experimental proteomics data. 
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